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Stillwagon Sp eaks

UM R ole Model: The Hell with Studentsy
T uition and fees at the University of
Missouri-Kansas City Law School ,
rela tively inexpensi ve by na t iona l
standa rds, will r ise significantly this
fall, producing a nearly 84 percent increase since winter 1982.
Much of the rise is in the form of a
specia l increase requested by the
UM KC Law School to improve its
lib r a r y , staff a nd financia l a id
progra m. The increase is also an effort
by UMKC Chancellor George A. Russell
and law school Dean Pasco Bowman to
have law students pay a larger part of

the cost of their educations.
About 75 percent of the cost of making
a lawyer at UMKC is now borne by the
ta xpayers . The University of Michigan
Law School, which Mr . Russell called
" the best public law school in the
United States" and which he considers
to be a model for UMKC, is al most
completely self-supporting .
Russell said he will continue to
request fee increases to try to make
UMKC Law School an equal to the
University of Michigan Law School in
10 years.

" The payoff in law school is s o
g reat," sa id Allan Stillwagon, an
assistant dea n a t the Univers ity of
Michigan Law School a t Ann Arbor .
" The question is: Are these people interested in borrowing enough to keep
the place open? If not, th e hell with
them. It is not un reasona ble to ask
them to make a sacrifice.''
Although some UMKC law students
s upport the increase as necessary to
improve the quality of the law school,
others compla in tha t the financial burden on already hard-pressed studen ts

m ay be too much.

" I wouldn't mind putting up a few
m ore bucks to make this a m ore
prestigious law school," s aid E d
P ayton <a second-year studen t and
ed itor ·i n-ch ief of the UM KC Jaw
review). " But I'm well aware of the
hardship this is going to cause."
Other students called the increase
" outr ageous" and s uggested that it
should have com e gradually.
Courtesy of The Kansas City Times. February 26, 1983.
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L iuzzo ,s Robb:
Rough &Ready

New Staff OK's
Selection Policy

Last week, R.G. Opinum t:dtror Dean
Rietberg sat down at 11 locttl 11eo-chic
eatery with Dean Robb to dt\C/1\\ public
interest low, theater, and the Alan he ts
chtef litixotor in the Ann rlrbor Liuao
tnol.

Law Review members will henceforth be chosen on the basis of grade point
average, writing ability, "gradeboosted" writing ability and affirmative action. After only an hour of
discussion, the incoming senior staff
adopted the majority recommendation
of the outgoing staff.

Q: How did you becom e pre~ id ent of

Tria l Lawyers for Public .Justice?
A: I made the mistake of going to a
meeting! Ralph Nader spoke to the
Michigan Trial Lawyers Association
and he needled these successful
lawyers just as he's tried to needle
Jaw students by telling them how it's
more interesting to be a public watchdog than it is to be working on
Wall Street debentures, even though
the one pays $45,000 a ycur and the
other $4500. But you know . it's hard
to sell that to your wife and
girlfriend .
Q: The theme of your T\\ain act is
tha t you've got to be an individualist, and yet no\\ it seems
you' rt> saying the indi' idual ist
really has no power by hirn!>rlf to attac k the big question - do ~ ou Sf'<'
tha t as a contradiction ?
A: No. Being an individualist is
doing this kind of thing, but tt doesn't
mean you don't do it with someone
else. The individualist. as far as I'm
concerned, is a person who is willing
not to j ust get into the mold and stay
the re.
Q: How ma ny lawyer<, arr \\Orking
on th e liuzzo case?
A: The numbers are just mcredible.
and they're all very happy to do it.
because a case like th1s is so
signi ficant. However. Liu::.:::.o may
not be a fair test of thr interest
Public J ustice can generate because
we have such tremencous press
cover age on this case.
Q:
You mentioned \OU were
try ing to get a program st~ rt ed for
law school interns .. .
A: By fa ll we hope we'll have
something worked out with some of
the Jaw schools. One of the big cases
we're waiti ng to start is for the
Yakima Indians in Washington state
mvol vi ng the Hanover nuclear
'acility Y'know. it's one of those old
1873 •rade«· · w,• p give you these
e<• COLOHS. Pagel
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" I think the staff was impressed by
the fact that the outgoing staff had
spent a lot of time deliberating about it,
and that as compromises go, it's a great
compromise," said Bill Holmes, the
new editor -in-chief of the Review.
Holmes added that the staff will conti nue to review the procedure, and may
ma ke recommendations for changes
next yea r .

LSSS: A Game Named Compromise
by Brad Heinz
Senate election petitions are due
today and campaigning begins
tomorrow. Consequently, the accomplishments of the current Senate and
the goals and style of management
projected by Senate candidates will
both be under strict scrutiny.
Senate President Yolanda Torres'
broad goal this year was to facilitate
progress on certain matters with a
pragmatic rather tha n zealous approach. She viewed herself as an administrator with the following game
plan : I > settle differences among opposing Senate factions through clear
willingness to com prom ise: ( 2 )
negotiate with faculty members rather
than confront them; {3) remain open to
student and faculty input. This a pproach brought Torres some criticism
that she moved too slowly and sought
few real gains, but she explains. ' 'It is
extremely difficult to keep the Senate
as a body together. Compromise is the
name of the game; if you stick to your
guns, it means inaction."
The most important accomplishment
of the Senate this year, according to
Torres and Senate Vice-president Rob
Portman , was to resolve students'
desire to gain greater access to faculty
meetings . Lengthy negotiations between several Senate members and
Dean Sandalow resulted in specific
proposals upon which the entire faculty

will vote on F r iday. Compromise was
an essential ingredient in arriving at
the agreement embodi ed in the
proposals: several Sena te mem bers
advocated a Ia ws uil unde r t he
Michigan Open Meetings Act to gain
full r ights of access while administrators desired to retain their
broad discretion in these matters.
The power of the Senate increased
dramatically this yea r th rough the

News Analysis
budgeting process alone·. Students
voted to double Senate fees last year,
and the Senate decided to make student
organizations the beneficiaries of that
extra money. . early every student
organization r eceived increased c;upport during the budgetary process.
In budgetary matters, Torres a bandoned her temperance somewhat in
forcefully advocating increased funding for the American Indian Law
Students. Last Monday, she asked Portma n to conduct the Senate meeting so
that she could vote to fund the AILSA
lndian Law Day Program. After an
easy victory she quipped, " I'm real
happy that Rob finally got a grip on my
gavel. •·
Portman ~mphasize the Importance
of committees in carrying out Senate
policy. He points out that over 100
students were involved in the Senate
this year i£ committee appointees were

included in the tally. According to Portman, "The heart of the Senate is to
motivate these people." This year , the
Senate chose to moni tor committee appoi ntees with increased dil igence.
Sever al com mittee representatives
issued reports at each Senate meeting.
Portman believes that future Senates
should maintain even closer contact
with the committees.
The offices of Secretary and
Treasurer also occupy centra l positions
in the Senate as they, along with the offices of P resident and Vice-president,
include posts on the executive committee. The executive committee makes
initial decisions on committee appoin·
tments and budgetary matters.
The next Senate will face many of the
same issues confronted this year. The
agreement on open meetings which was
str uck with Sandalow is not bindinl! on
any future Senate, and the possibility of
a lawsuit under the Open Meetings Act
remains. The next Senate will a lso face
a P lacement Comm ittee proposal to
subsidize and encourage public interest
employment by soliciting funds from
corporate fi rms . The current Senate
will ur ge the next Senate to support the
program, but it has already deferr ed to
the future body on formal approval.
Torres believes that her successor
must have the ability to listen, to
charm . to humor and to "at least ap·
pea r reasonable."
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Schiller, Craig Tapped as Editors
Mike Craig was named Editor-inChief of the Journal of Law Reform and
Steve Schiller was named Editor-in·
Chief of the Yearbook of International
Legal Studies, completing the selection
of the staffs of the Law School's
publications for next year. Law Review
announced its successor Editorial
board last week.
Craig is a graduate of Wayne State
University, from Royal Oak, Michigan.
Schiller hails from Whittier, California,
home of Richard Nixon's alma mater,
and gr aduated from Stanford University. Both were members of la st year's
Section 2.
Beside Craig, the Journal's Editorial
Board is composed of : Articles
Editors: Mike Hoffheimer, Len Niehoff
and Per Ramjford. Managing and Note
Editor: Steve Kaufmann. Note Editors :
Tom Ashby, Debra Betteridge, Mary
Les niak a nd Ter i R asmu ssen.
Executive Edi tor : Brian Owensby.
Research and Note Editors: Eric Martin and Ma rc Raven.
In a ddition to Schiller, Year book's
staff is as follows: Managing Editor :
Dave Fenkell. Executive Note Editor;
Walter Spiegel. Note Editors: ·Jim
Guerra and Jill Martin. Executive Articles Editor : Mar y Snapp. Articles

.Family Law
by Diana B. DeVr ies
The clients at Family Law Project
come from a variety of backgrounds.
Their educations range from minimal
to a master's de.g ree. A few have
judment with FLP due to loss of conand have been for periods ranging from
a few months to twenty years or more.
Other have been divorced or never
married at all. Many have children.
They have in common the experience of
physical abuse from either a spouse or
a lover, and an inability to pay for
private legal help. Not coincidentally,
all are women.
Spouse abuse is a serious problem in
this country. Nationwide statistics
show that:
- 60 percent of all U.S. couples
engage in some form of spouse abuse
during their married lives ;
- 1 out of every 25 women seen in a
medical setting is seeking help as a
result of battering;
- 1 out of every four suicide attempts

Editors: Ken Baisch, Rob P ortman and
Rochelle Price. Appendix Editors : Liz
Downey and Bob Schwarz. Research

and Development Editors: Rick Hood
and John Zorach. Senior Editors: Cliff
Douglas and Dede Key.

Departing Garc Smith shows incoming Journal editor Miki' Craig Lhc editing
technique. Smi~h ~ cutting out.

P~oject:

Regi5,tration
Made Easy
Pre-registr ation has once again
arrived as a midpoint between our winter semester and slumber and the
frenetic pace of finals, a pleasant and
legitimate excuse to forget the classes
in which one is currently mired, if only
for a fleeting moment. But for those
students bound for neither Cra valh nor
the Public Defender's Office, course
selection tends to manifest itself in
either apathy or total confusion.
This year , two aids are available to
help the confused and apathetic. First,
the Student Advisors will host an open
house in their offices on the fourth floor
of Hutchins Hall tomorrow afternoon,
March 24, from 2 to 5 p.m. Second, there
will be a faculty panel discussion of
courses and course selection. The panel
will offer the diverse expertise and
viewpoints of Dean Ed Cooper and
Professor Sallyanne Payton and Prof
Chambers. It will be held in Room 100
at 2:30 p.m. on April 11 , three days
before the course selection deadline.
Seminar and clinic reservation lists
will be released on the same afternoon
as early registration materials will be
available, that is, on April 5.

The Battered Fight Back

by women is a consequence of physical
abuse;
- Approximately '14 of all murders in
the U.S. result from intra-family
disputes. Half of these are husbandwife killings ;
- Only 2 percent of the men who beat
their wives, female living companions
or girlfriends are ever prosecuted. In
most states the police cannot even
arrest a battering husband unless they
actually see him beating his wife, or
they have a warrant issued by a judge.
The general incidence of spouse
abuse in this country will change only
through preventive measures such as a
change in attitude towards women.
However, FLP and services lik e it can
affect the rema ining statistics by
providing a way out for women trapped
in abusive situations. The injunctions
which student attorneys obtain on
behalf of their clients deliver official
notice that abuse will not be tolerated
and render an arrest more likely should
a client's husband or boyfriend ignore

Senior Day Announced
Senior Day is Saturday, May 14, 1983. This day is intended to
honor those students receiving J.D.s, M.C.L.s, and LL.M.s,
including those who anticipate graduating in August.
The ceremony will take place in Hill Auditorium starting at
1:30 p.m., but seniors will assemble in Auditorium 3 of the
Mod.ern Languages Building no later than 1:00. The procession
to H1ll Auditorium will begin precisely at 1:10 p.m.
The deadline for ordering caps and gowns for Senior Day is
April 12. If you plan to attend the University Commencement on
April 30 as well as the Senior Day ceremony on May 14, notify
the Cellar when you place your cap and gown order. If you plan
to attend both, you need order only once and, thus , to pay only
once. But you must let them know when you place your order AND REMEMBER , UNIVERSITY COMMENCEMENT
DEADLINE IS MARCH 26. Cap and gown ordering forms and
registration forms are avaUabJe in 313 Hutchins Hall. Please

note that it is necessary for you to fill out the registration
form even if you do not plan to attend the ceremony.
Announcements of Senior Day are available to you free of
cost when you register.

the judicial order that he desist from
" assaulting, beating , molesting or
wounding" the woman in question.
Pervasive in this country is that attitude that a woman in an abusive
situation must be weak or lack intelligence since she may remain with
a n abusive spouse or lover through
many violent episodes. However , a battered woman possesses tremendous
reservoirs of courage. She may stay
with the abusive spouse or lover in the
vain hope of helping him with her love.
As the abuse continues, her fear and

refer her to Family Law Project, the
only program presently existing in
Washtenaw County that serves indigent
battered women .
If you are a law student interested in
gaining on-the-job experience while
providing needed services for battered
women, give the Family Law Project
office a call at 763-9920, ext. 24, or come
to a case review meeting. The average
length of service to clients in six months, and law students generally devote
a total of twenty hours to each case they
handle. You're needed.

Man of Many Colors
from page one
old desert plains a nd burned-<>ut
shit , and we'll take these valleys and
lush mountains and copper mines."

(I'm nor being very lawyer-like at
the moment). Then, to add insult to
injury, along comes Uncle Sam and
dP;:ides this would be a nice place to
dump nuclear wastes. Now the Indians can see their salmon in the
dark !
Q : How did you get into acting and
theatre - doing yo ur ;\lark Twain
routine?
A: I was in a bar (laughter) and this
guy came up to me a nd said, " Have
you ever thought of being in a play?
You have a very outstanding voice.
your voice would be wonderful on
stage." It flattered the shit out of me
- I dropped my drink and popped all
my buttons and ... So I went. and
tried out - went th rough this serious
routine of reading the lead part of
this play called Spofford. Little did
I know that no one in Traverse City
wanted the part. Anti you know, they
went through this song and dance
about how they had these three
people - " Would you come back
again and read, Mr. Robb?"- they
go through a ll this horseshit and
then call me up, just like a law firm

hiring, and say, ' ·You got the part !"
Q : It makes you wonder why the

firm still has an opening at this late
date ...
A: rm going to give you some advice - never read for a part until
you·\·e read the whole play and the
whole part. I got home and looked at
that damn playbill and there were 93
pages, and ol' Spofford was on 8i of
them. I just about died ! At the end of
the theatre season I was nominated
for the award for the actor who ad
Jibbed an entire par t.
Q : What did you do right out or Ia\\
school, 1\lr. Robb?
A: I .. . (la ughter) . .. Here comes
another gr eat and sorry success
story. I joined this law firm and they
said my job was to keep Crockett
from being disbarred. <That was
Judge Crockett, who is now in
Congress; we had the first interracial law firm in the country in
Detroit.) Crockett had been a defense
lawyer in the first Smith Act trial
in New York, before Judge Medina.
Not only did the judge secure
through his impartiality the conviction of the defendant, he got all the
lawyers, too. They all went dow n the
tube (laughter, sarcastically) . It
was an exciting thing, he went to jail
but he didn 't get disbarred.
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Letters
Andy Frey Replies
Andrew Frey, the Deputy Solicitor
General f or the U.S. Department of
J ustice, spoke at the Law School on
M onday March 7.
To the Editor:
I am fla ttered that my visit to the
Law School was deemed worth of front
page coverage in your newspaper. I am
somewhat concerned, however, that the
account seriously distorts my views on
the subtle but important questions concerning the purposes of the Fourth
Amendment and the need or
justification for modifications to the
exclusionary rule in its present form .
I did not speak from a prepared text,
and I will admit that I often make some
fairly provocative remarks in an effort
to stimulate debate when speaking to
student or other groups . Still, I doubt
that the quote with which your article
opens ("The Fourth Amendment is
about striking a balance between an
oppressive police state and gangs of
criminals who grow like weeds out of
·contr ol") was in fact uttered oy me ; if
it was, it has certainly been presented
out of context. The Fourth Amendment
is indeed about striking a balance between unjustifiable and unacceptably
intrusive police practices, on the one
hand, and legitimate societal needs to
prevent, detect, and punish crimes, on
the other. I would not, however, wish
your r eaders to be left with the
misimpression that I think that current
Fourth Amendm ent jurisprudence
t hreatens to loose uncontrolled
"gangs" of criminals upon society. Such
hyperbole is far removed from my actual views.

SFF Plea
Dear Fellow Student:
The 1983 Student Funded Fellowship
Campaign is quickly drawing to a close.
Although the Campaign has received
many contributions and pledges, more
are needed if the Campaign is to be a
success.
Each year the SFF program tries to
supplement the summer incomes of
s tudents who take public interest jobs.
The need for public interest lawyers
has never been greater. However, most
public interest organizations have little
or no money to pay summer interns.
The SFF Board has received a record
number of applications for funds. Last
year the Board had to turn away
several well qualified, worthy applicants because of lack of funds. The decision
as to whether the Board will have to do
the same this year is in your hands.
The SF F Board will be meeting
during the week of March 28 to award
fellows hips. It needs to know the total
amount pledged to the Campaign
before it can decide how many
fellowships it can award. H you have
not yet pledged to SFF please do so
today. P ledge cards and SFF brochures
are a va ila ble outside of Room 100 Hutchins Hall.
H. Mark Stichel
Co-Chairman
Student Funded Fellowship Boa rd

1 TAKE MORE serious issue with the
statement by your reporter that " the
Government's position in support of
Illinois is a clear attack on the very
foundations of the exclusionary rule."
A more inaccurate summation of the
United States' position could hardly be
im agined. Wha tever the ultimate
merits of the government's position, it
is beyond serious dispute that it is well
rooted in existing jurisprudence explicating the bases Cor the exclusionary
rule, that it does not propose abandoning the exclusionary rule in any
case in which the police are guilty of a
clear and substantial violation of Fourth Amendment rights, and that it in fact
would call for relinquishment of the
suppression remedy only in cases in the
grey, twilight area where the dictates
of the Fourth Amendment are uncertain and the deterrent potential from
suppression of evidence is substantially
diluted. For those interested in a fuller
explication of the government 's
position on the issue, I suggest that they
borrow copies of the government's
briefs in Gates fr om Profess or
Kamisar.
While there are several other subtle
misunderstandings, the limitations of
space prompt me to stress only one ad-

And He's not Happy
ditional matter in which I believe your
reporter has grievously distorted my
views. The article closes with the assertion that I "shook off concerns that a
devitalized exclusionary rule could lead
to m ore searches of an intrusive
nature" by describing that outcome as
"the price you pay for some amount of
ordered liber ty and the cohesion of
society." I do recollect making the latter statement, but in an entirely different context from that suggested in
the article. The comment was made by
one of the students that he would not
like to be subjected to a search if he was
innocent of wrongdoing. I responded by
pointing out that probable cause is far
less than cer tainty, and that by
definition even lawful searches would
upon occasion necessarily be directed
against innocent persons. That is the
" price" that the Fourth Amendment itself expects our citizenry to pay for
living in a free society, and my observation has nothing to do with acceptance or encouragement of illegal searches, as the article erroneously implies.
IN CLOSING, permit me to stress
that I wholeheartedly believe that the
core values served by the Fourth
Amendment ar e vitaJ ones for a free

society. The issue under consideration
in Illinois v. Gates, however, is not the
virtues of the Fourth Amendment but
the utility of the exclusionary rule, with
the various societal costs that it entails,
as a means of protecting constitutional
rights . The question whether the exclusionary rule should be applied to the
fruits of sea rches that entail only slight
or technical violations of the Fourth
Amendment is a close and serious issue
a bout which reasonable people can and
do disagree. I happen to believe that
such applications of the exc~usiona ry
rule are not justifiable, but I like to
think that my belief is a product of
reasoned analysis and not simply
prosecutorial fervor.
I fear that the article about my visit
represented a more accurate insight into the views of the a uthor on the subject
of exclusionary ruJe than into my own
views. I hope that publication of this letter will help to set the record straight
with respect to the latter ·
Andrew L. Frey,
Deputy Solicitor General
U.S. Department of J ustice
Thanks for the c/arificafiOn. We, however,
sfand by our story. -Ed.

More Open Meetings: N o Suit
To The Editor:
In the past year, the topic of access to
faculty meetings has received considem'ble atten tion on the pages of the
Res Gestae, in Student Senate meetings
and elsewhere. A set of proposals for
increasing student par ticipation in
faculty meetings is before the full
faculty this week. The specific recommendations, which will be discussed
later, are the result of ongoing
negotiations between Dean Sandalow
and a Senate Subcommittee. I believe
that these proposals represent a fair
compromise between the competing interests at stake and that their implementation wouJd lead to improved
law school decision-making and,
generally, a healthier academic environment.
Initial interest in pursuing discussion of
greater access came about as a r esult
of a Student Senate study of the Michigan
Open Meetings Act. (Mich. Comp. Laws
1970, 15.261 et. seq. ) The Act, which
requires decision-making public bodies
to open meetings, was found applicable
to the faculty of the Wayne State
University Law School in the 1979
decision of Engel v. Gordon, No. 78837132 <D.Mich. Jan. 20, 1979). Despite
Wayne State University arguments that
the FacuJty was not a public body
within the meaning of the Act, The
Wayne County Circuit Court found
otherwise and enjoined the law Faculty
from closing its meetings to the public.
Pointing to the language of the Act
and the precedent set by the Wa yne
State case, some have ar gued that
the Student Senate should pursue lega l
action to force the Faculty to open their
meetings. I oppose Senate initiation of a
lawsuit a t the present time for the
following reasons : First, even if the

legal issues were absolutely clear,
there simply is not adequate sentiment
among the student body to justify the
Senate initiating legal action. The
results of a Senate random sample survey completed in January, 1983 indicate
that only a minority of students favor a
lawsuit at the present time. Second, I
believe that a lawsuit, whether successful or not, would ultimately prove
detr imental to .the interests of the
student body and the entire law school
community. The mere initiation of a
suit would embitter studentfaculty relations at a time when the
collegia l atmosphere of the law school
(sometimes wistfully referred to as a
community of scholars) needs to be
bolstered, not eroded. Forcing public
meetings may
also disr upt t he
congenial a tmosphere which characterizes current facuJty meetings and
lead to even less student par ticipation
in law school policy formulation.
At present, two ·sena fe ·represen:
tatives and one Res Gestae reporter
may attend all Faculty meetings which
are not in executive session.
Representatives are not permitted to
speak or attribute statements to particular faculty members. In addition,
student members of committees may
attend those parts of (non-executive
session) meetings at which their committee recommendations are under
discussion. The vast majority of faculty
meetings this year have been in
executive session, primarily for personnel discussions . In an effort to increase student access to meetings, a
Senate Subcommittee formulated the
following proposa ls in negotiations with
Dea n Sandalow :
1) That their presumption that faculty
meetings ..yill not be hel.d_in ~~ec utive

session be strengthened. In particuJar ,
only irrdividual personnel decisions
would be routinely conside red in
executive session. If extremely sensitive information were to be discussed,
Senate observers would ma intain confidentiality as is the current practice
with student committee members .
<Some students have ar gued that under
the policy of confidentiality, student
representa tives should a ttend even
those meetings dealing with personnel
matters. )
2) That Senate representatives be
permitted to express Senate views in
the meetings.
3) That students attending Faculty
meetings be free to a ttr ibute statements to the Faculty members making
them .
As students we have a legitimate interest in helping to shape both our immediate academic exper ience and the
future of the institution. In order to play
a responsible role in law school policymaking, students' access to accurate
and complete information is essential.
The preceding proposals, while falling
far short of the guarantees of the Open
Meeting Act, would assure gr eater
student access to information and a
more effective student voice in the
direction of the law school. At the same
time, they are designed to avoid disruption of the productive atmosphere of
faculty meetings. I hope that after
careful consideration, the faculty will
support these changes.
Rob Portman, 2L
Rob Portman is vice president of the Student
Senate. The preceding views are strictly personal and are not meant to represent the
opinion of the Student Senate.
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The Clock is Ticking
Time is running out. The 1982-83 Student
Funded Fellowship Campaign drive ends this
week. If the present trend continues, the
results will be disasterous . The Campaign
pledges this year represent about one-sixth of
the 1981-82 contributions.
Last year, the University of Michigan law
students showed their spirit and sense of
r esponsibility as never before: we promised
nearly $12,000 of our own summer incomes to
support our classmates who chose to spend
their summer with public interest law firms.
No class before us had promised so much support.
But this year, the summer job market
showed signs of drying up ; flybacks were
scarce and job offers appeared even scarcer.
Perhaps that explains why Michigan law
students have so meekly responded to the
initial attempts of this year's Student Funded
Feiiowship Campaign. To date, we have
pledged about $2,000.
For those of us who hav.e plucked the plum
positions, we no longer can claim the weak job
market as our excuse. With Reagan budget
cuts , moreover , there has never been a
greater need for our support.
How does SFF work? Students are asked to
pledge 1% of their summer incomes to the
Fund. If you work in New York this summer
that means you'II probably contribute about
$80 to $100. If your income is closer to
$500/ week, you wiii be contributing a bout
$5/ week. lt can't hurt that much.
This year , SFF will review applications for
SFF funds on March 28. Our s upport is needed
by the end of th is weekend . There's still time
to make it work.

Burton Jo!>eph is Chairman of the Board
of Directors of 1he Playboy Foundation,
and a partner in the Chica~o law firm of
Lipnick, Bar!>)' and Jo5eph. Since 1977.
,\1r. Joseph hal tou~ht " ,\1edia and the
First Amendment" at Ken/ College of
Law.
Q : How do you r espond to people

who consider ' P layboy' magazine
pornogr aphic?
A: Playboy does not include violent
or subjugating m essages unless you
want to take the elite and san·
ctimonious position that a woman
has no right to choose to be a model
- to pose without her clothes. The
content of Playboy is far and a bove
the content of all other mass cir·
culated magazines, and by no means
is it anti-women. The people that are
critics I think are taking cheap shots
without really taking the time to
review the content of what is essen·
tially an entertainment magazine
tha t tries to present a variety of
humor, fiction , non-fi ction , interview , ca rtoon , fashion , and
whatever . It is not the New York
Review of Books, nor is it Harpers. Rather, it tries to balance a
sophisticated editorial policy with a
successful commercial venture of
which the objective is to sell adver·
tising to a mass audience .

Helen E. Longino holds a M .A. ,
Ph ilo10phy from the U111ver511y o/
SuHex, England, and a Ph. D. in the
H 1H0n and Phtlo!>ophy oj Setence .from
Johm Hopkin!> l.Jnll'l'r!>lty. She I' curn•n·
tly Alll!>tant PrO}I'\\Or oj PhtlO\CiflhY ol
Mill!> College in Oakland, Coli}ornio.
Pro}. Longino i!> lle1t known }or her con·
mbution to Take Back the 1ght· \\ omen

on Pornograph) (1980).
Q : Could you specifically sta te the

harm from p o rnog raph ~· t hat
fe m inists find objectionable?
A: What we find objecttonaiJie
about pornography is that it's
degrading and dehumanizing in the
portraya l of women . It portrays
women as subordinate to men and as
instruments for the fulfillment of
male sexual fanta sies.

" .. [porn ography diffuse:,} a very distorted view
of
women's
nature
throughout our society and
in doing this it s upports
sexist attitudes.,

Pornography and the\t
\\'cdrlC'!day, ;\larch 30th
. ~tainst Po rno~ruph~
7- IOp.m.
1Prt<>entation
:>trcctt:d by Paul Schrader.\\ ith (icnrgc C. Scot!.
ood portrayal of the pornograph} uHhr\lr}.
Porn~raphy and ~
--..:c
Thursday, March 3 I st
·or
3:30-5:30 p.m .
'f.friedman, Visiting Professor of I
c>ll) of Michigan La\\ School

3\\.

"\

I. Donnerslein, Associate

Q : The feminist movement contends

Q : Would you say that por nogra phy.

tha t the depiction of women by the
media encourages sexist attitudes.
How do you r es pond to tha t
argument?
A: I think it is basically an anti·
libertarian view in that it assumes
that people who receive a variety of
messages will make the wr ong
choice in terms of a democratic
society. And, indeed, sometimes
that is true. However, I think that
the question we have to ask our·
selves is whether the remedy that
they propose - that is, suppression
or censors hip or boycott - is a
greater evil in terms of a democratic
society than negative messages as
they perceive negative messages to
be. I think it's clear that the com·
mitment our society has made is to a
variety of m essages in which people
can m ake decisions for themselves.

espec ia lly re ma le-related por·
nogra phy. is rela ted to the social
cont ext
of gen er al
se xual
inequality?
A: Absolutely. I think that one of the
things pornography does is to diffuse
a very distorted view of women's
nature throughout our society a nd in
doing this it supports sexist at·
titudes . The negative view of women
has to be seen in the context of
women being dis propor tionately
represented among the growing
ranks of the poor and unemployed.
Q : As society's attitudes toward
sex ua l in equa lity gr adua lly im ·
pr ove. how s ig nificant is por·
nography in promoting sexist at·
titudes?

Pornography: A Social Evil?
Q : But is it categor ica lly wrong for
society to protect itself from pornography's errects?
A: When something is suppressed, it
creates a demand that otherwise
wouldn't be there. It certainly hal5
been proven with the experience of
Denmark , with the availability of
explicitly sexual materials there ,
and in places like San Fransisco,
which is an extraordinarily tolera nt
community, that to suppress plays
right into the hand of the por ·
nographer whose very existence
depends upon the forbidden qua lity
of the material. I think there is a
g reater societal value than s up·
pressing a few creeps, a nd I ear ·
nestly encourage women who are of·
fended by this to consider a larger
picture as to what a free society
means. I'm not being patronizing,
but the history of censorship always
ends up being directed at libera l
values.

Por graphy,
Ce orship ,
ad the
First endment

A: The tremendous increase in por·
nogra phy in the past ten years has
been a n expression of the backlash
against the feminist movement.
There is a message contained in the
increase in violence towards women
that's expressed in pornographic
fi lms. m agazines, and books .
Q : llow do you feel about using the
c l'i min a l law to reg ul ate por·
nogr aph y?
A: I thin k that's kind of dangerous.
Using criminal law to censor por·
nography can j ust as easily, in this
particula r political climate, back·
fi re on persons whose primary in ten·
tion is to somehow support the full
participation of society. The way the
law can be interpreted could, it
seems to me, be as easily used
aga inst feminists. At this point it's
not likely that the prosecution
against pornography would be writ·
ten in a clear enough fashion that
onl y violent pornographic material
would be limited.

Joseph. Chairman of the Board ot Direl:IOr\,
OC) Foundat !Pn

IAngino, Assistant Professor ot Pllllo,ophy,
College. Conrribut or: Take llacA tire .Vip,/11
11.\\ebstrr, Director, lnsrir urc for rhcSrud yof'
nSoc1ety and H iMory. Co-Author : Round by I Ol'('.
ldtr, Professor of t aw, Uni~cr,i r v of
:llsihania Law School. General Co~ n sc l ,
~Stare~ Commission on Obsl:cnll\
~.·nograph)'

ha uer, Cutler Professor oil ;J\\,
(J;J3nd Mary Law School. Scheduled as
.:l!Profcssor, University of Michigan Law
Fdll, 1983. Author: The La"· o/Oh\ceni/ 1'.

SYMPOSIUM LOCATI Room 100, Hutchins Hall
lm,ersity of Michigan La" School

The symposium on Po , , Censorship, and the Fir:,t Amendment is a
response to the increasin! npornography i:, receivin~ in our society. The
ever-increasing number ar.d . ofpornographic image:; available to the general
public have sparked a IMIJ ~trsy abou1 the effects, le~itimacy, and even the
definition of pornograph_r..J. ISSue is whether porn o~raphy shape:; men's attitudes toward women and Httws of themselves.
As the symposium explrJ nography on several level.\, each event focuses
upon a specific facet of thtCc An effort has been made to present divergent, info rmed viewpoints within tit ~of each event.
This three day sumpo
with visual presentatiom that will lead to a
discussion of emotional
to pornography . On the second day, jour
speakers consider the sotia/ 90/itical implications of porno~raphy. The symposium concludes with a It of-various legal responses to pornography in the
context of Firsr A mendmtftl ttts off ree speech .
A question and answer • 'Zllimportant element of each event.
- Women Law Students A ssociation
- Law School Speakers Commilfee

CAROLE POST of Worn eo' ll
Pornography will be a,·sila ~
talk with interested studeJltS
dinner on Wednesday, ~fa •
fr om 5·6 p.m. in the La\\~
Faculty Dining Room .

of Obs~cni ty ( 1976).
Q : It's my understa nding that you're
one of th e few cons titutional
scholars who a ttempts to provide a
rational foundation for the Supreme
Court's holdings on obscenity. Most
scholars think it's impossible to
draw ;1 rationa l line. On what basis
do you agree with the Supreme
Court?
A: The " line" question is secondary.
The first question is whether it's
necessary to say that everything
that is speech in ordinary language
is necessaril y speech under the First
Amendment. There's cer tainly a
fa ir number of examples - like per·
jury. price-fi xing, all of contract
law, most of the U.C.C. - that make
it fairly clear that just because we
use words or pictures we do not
necessarily have a F irst Amen·

Paul Ben de r , A Harvard Low School
graduate, is currently Professor of Law at
the Univenily of Penmylvania La w
School. Upon waduation he clerked for
Second Circuit Court of Appeals Judge
Learned Hand and Supreme Court Ju~tice
Felix Frankf urter. From 1968-1970, Prof.
Bender served as General Counsel to the
U.S. Commi!>~ion on Ob~cenity and Por·
no~raphy.

Q : My understanding of the general
sta te of the law is that some por ·
nograpby is viewed as obscene and
therefore illegal. Is this correct?
A: The pr esent state of con ·
stitutionallaw in the United States is
that laws prohibiting the distribution
of certain kinds of sexual materials
in a consensual way to a dults are
constitutional if they restr ict them~
selves to what the Court has defined
as obscene materials.
Q : I also under stand that you
disagree with the Supreme Court's
holdings on obscenity ...
A: I think that all these decisions
against consensual sales to adults of
sexual materials should be deemed
unconstitutional.

A: Where there wo uld be some pa r ticular kinds of materials that woul d
create some distinct danger? H's
hard for me to believe that there
would be, but I don't know enough
about psychology to be really con·
fid ent of that. I thi nk that we' ve
probably a lready seen the entire
variety of sexual materials that is
possible for the imagination of
people to dream up.

"Expression is basically not
to be regulated for its content unless it creates a very
distinct danger, in a rather
immediate sense, of a very
substantial harm. "
Ba sically what resear ch ha s
shown - the resea rch that I have
seen - is that exposure to these
materials in a consensual context t.o
adults really has no impact on their
behavior at a ll except that it raises
the level of the kind of sexual ac·
tivity that they have al ready been in
the habit of engaging in .

The First Amendment: A Social Tool?

Protc,\or, Dcpartmenr

.~::tm unication Ans. Uni\'ersit y nt Wl\lOnsin
~Jrhor : Pornography and Sexual AJ.Ixression

Friday. April lsr
3:30-5:30 p.m .

Fredcri( k Sc haue r, a f(orvard Law Sclwol
w adutt/1' and Cutler Prujes.10r of Law at
William and Mary Law School. will be a
Vi~iflll!! /Jrofe~~or at thl' Urriver51t v of
.\1ichigan Law School during thl' Fall
1983 term. He i~ probably mo~t widely
recop,ni~ed fo r his au1lwr~'ltip of The Law

A DINNER for students , faculty,
and speakers will be held at the
Michigan League on Friday, April 1.
The sign-up sheet for students will
be posted on the LSSS bulletin board
at noon today.

dment case. Speech in the First
Amendment is sort of a term of a rt
referring to a mental purpose , so I
start there. And therefore, the mere
fact that pornographic materials
appear in verbal or pictoria l form
does not a utomatically implicate the
F irst Amendment.
Q : What are the consequences or this
distinction between constitutional
"speech" and ordinary language?
A: If we concede that distinction,
then the next step is to ask , " what is
it about the First Amendment that
occasions the particular First
Amendment protection? " And T
think a fairly strong argument can
be made, that in fact, the prima ry
purpose of hard-core pornography,
being la rgely sex-aid, just has little
if anything to do with the underlying
function of the F irst Amendment.
What I am saying seems to
me to apply only to strict hard-core
pornography in the sense that it is
material that is desig ned ex·
elusively to produce sexual stimulus
- a sex aid. What we're talking
about with hard-core pornogra phy is
sex . And it may very well be, people
have a rgued, that sex ought to be
protected by the Constitution, but
even if that's the case. it's not the
F irst Amendment that protects sex.
Q : Do you think that the law can
respond to the political views which
women hold toward pornogr aphy?
A: I think it ca n . but I don't think it
should I think. in large part. the
fe m inists ' objections to por ·
nography, and I am substantially in
sym pat hy with most of them, are objections to very offensive ideas,
ideas that can be both offensive and
dangerous. But once we are talking
about ideas in that sense we are at
the core of the F irst Amendment.
The fe minists' objection does not go
to that very narrow category of
hard-core pornogra phy, but ra ther
to a much broader category that
would clearly inc lude ideas,
arguments - dangerous and offensive ideas and arguments - but
ideas a nd arguments nevertheless .
And as such, we have placed our
faith , and it is an act of faith . in the

Q : What do you think the standard
should be, or what is wrong with the
present standard?
A: Sex is a subject that interests
people in various degrees and for
various reasons, but it is never·
theless a legitimate subject for
human thought on a lot of different
levels. I believe the First Amendme nt should protect sexual
materials no matter how expHcit
they are and no matter what their
content. Expression is basically not
to be regulated for its content unless
it creates a very distinct danger, in a
rather immediate sense, of a very
substantial harm .
Q : Can yo u think of any specific
examples that would go to that ex·
treme, or are you just suggesting
that ther e's a possibility there might
be some hypothetical situa tion that
hasn't yet arisen ?

competition a m ong ideas, rather
than say certain ideas a r e offensive
and dangerous and therefore should
be suppressed. Implicit in the F irst
Amendment is the fact that we do
not protect speech beca use it is
ha rmless, but rather we protect
speech de:;pite the ha r m it may
cause, and merely identifying cer·
tai n harms that m ay come from
speech is not sufficient to justify
regulation.

Q : Some feminists talk, and I ' m

speaking generally. as though all
pornographic material r epresents
violence against women. Do you see
any way"to distinguish types of por·
nography or do you disagree with
that statement?
A: I disagree with the statem ent
that it all does, but I don't at all
disagree with the statement that a
lot of pornography reflects the most
disgusting attitudes about women,
about men, and about the world in
general, but often focused on attitudes about women. Much pornography reflects the pre-juvenile
and worse attitudes about women .
It's not easy to distinguish ; it's so
much in the eye of the beholder. A lot
of people find Playboy, for example, to be quite offensive. I find it
moderately offensive. Some people
find Hustler rea lly, really offensive.
I find it really less offensive in some
ways than Playboy, for reasons
that are very subtle.
Q : Why can't the law respond to the
cultural or political views th a t
women hold towards pornography?
A: The Jaw constitutionally protects
their expression - that's the way
the law responds and that 's the way
the Ja w should respond. I don't think
the law ought to say those are the
only views that anybody m ay hold
and censor people or prohibit people
from saying the opposite. The law
should perm it all ideas to be ex·
pressed with the very small excep·
tion of this " c lear and present
danger" kind of stuff that we've
been talking about before, which this
does not fall into.
Q : If censorship is not appropriate,
wha t purpose does the femin ist
argument serve?
A: It 's a very worthwhile thing the
feminists a re doing to show tha t
things like Playboy just renect the
most juvenile attitudes a nd worse destructive altitudes - with regard
to human relations. People ought to
be aware of that and urged to grow
up and think a little bit more sen·
sitively a bout the wa y they' r e
dealing with other people.
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Sports
1st Week
'5,

Nc,AA Poll
.£1.

The r esoonse to the contest was
tremendous. One hundred and sixty-one
students turned in completed bracketsthis was more than double our most op·
timistic expectations. As promised, this
Wednesday and the following two Wednesdays we' ll run a list of the students
who've compiled the most points as of
the previous Sunday night. One change
though - because of the large number
of participants, the "Top 20" has been
increased to the " Top 40. " A final note
of interest: in a totally unexpected and
unprecedented move, the Dean has
issued an official statement guaran·
teeing each student who finished in the
" Top 40" an A in the class of his or her
choice. So you see, even the big guys
arc excited about the contest.
1- or those of you who forget the point
scheme, the first round games were
worth 2 points, the second round games
worth 3 (80 possible points so far . Note
also that the four mini-round games
have been excluded from the contest
since the games were played before the
brackets were due.) The aces of the
early rounds are:

HUTCHINS TOP 40
POINTS :
1. Matthew Jacobs, lL
2 . Peter Manis, 3L

3. Jim Laing, 3L
Mark Mihanovic, lL
5. Tom Fox, 3L
Paul Savoldelli, 2L
Craig Walker, 3L
8. Richard Bryant. lL
Tom Frederick, 2L
Jim P icozzi, 2L
Stephen Woodbury, 3L
12. Ray Berens, 2L
Steve Erb, 2L
Alan Hoff, 3L
Van Jolas, lL
Steve Poling, 2L
17. Anne Gust, 3L
Mark, Herrman. 3L
Kurt Schaffer, 3L
20. David Alden. 3L
Mike Hainer, 3L
Bob Johnston, 2L
Ruth Milkman, lL
Tony Natsis, 3L
Steve Pelak, lL
Ray RundeUi, lL
Kevin Twining, lL
Bruce Vielmetti. lL
29. Jack Beard, 3L
Frank Cohen, 3L
Mark Demorest, 3L
Mo Fremerman, 2L
Mark Kowalsky, 3L
Clay Petrey, 3L
Ronny Sendukas, lL
Jon Steiger, 3L
Lynn Tyler, 2L
Bruce Wiener, 2L
39. Ken Baisch. 2L
John Buckley, lL
Marjory German, IL
Chi Kro!J. OL
Kurt Meckstroth, 2L
Doug P appas, lL
John Witri, 2L

64
63

62
61
60

59

58

57

-
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NAME: Matthew R . Jacobs
BusT:44
WAIST:J2
HIPS: 33
HEIGHT: 6'1"
WEIGHT: 165
BIRTH DATE: 6-28-59
SIGN: Cancer
BIRTHPLACE: Pittsburgh, PA
AMBITIONS: To finish Con Law with a passing grade.
T URN-ONS: Romantic candlelight dinners, drives through the
country in a convertible, and horseback riding with that someone special.
TURN-OFFS: Possessive women, jealous people, materialistic people,
and people who didn 'I pick UCLA to make the finals.
FAVORITE SPORTS: Backgammon, snow football, female mud
wrestling, and women's roller derby.
FAVORITE FOODS: Taco Bell Burrito Supremes, Law Club Quiche
a Ia Bess, and Green Sno-balls (a Ia law school vending machines).
FAVORITE ENTERTAI NERS: Werner Herzog, Susan Anton,
Woody Allen, and Susan Anton.
IDEAL WOMAN: SusanAnton.
SECRET FANTASY: To make the big dunk with Susan Anton
watching.

I he R .(;. caught up wilh this ~<etll
runner in the ' CAA 8-Ball Poll, Matth ew
J ucobs. II., and he gave us this profile.

Get Your Mitts About You;
LSSS Softball Tourney Nears
by Berens and Blanke

With tbe weather getting a bit nicer
<?> these da)'S it's time to start
thinking about putting a team in the
LSSS spring softball tournament. If you
think you don't have time because
fina ls are approaching faster than
you 'd like, guess again. The whole
tournament requires about eight hour!:
of time - and that's only if your team
keeps winning. In return for this
meager allocation of time, you get a
good stretch of exercise banging the
ball around in the sun out at Elbel
Field.
The tournament last year was very
well run, but I would like to suggest to
Peggy Chu tic b, the tournament

organizer this year, two ways to im·
prove the format. First, a double·
elimination scheme would be nice.
Let's make sure that each team gets to
play at least two games before having
to pack their gear for home. Second, is
there any way that we can get permission <the implicit sort would be just
fine > to bring kegs of beer to the tournament? As a matter of persona l
preference, while I'm standing out in
left-center, my left hand would rather
be holding a frosty brew than scratching my privates. Beer would also
serve to mellow out some of the " winat-all-cost" individuals who oft~n
disrupted the friendliness of last year's

Law School Teams Clash
For 'B' League Title

tournament.
1 realize that there are obstacles
related to both of these suggestions (the
inability to reserve the park for extra
games , and the usual problems
associated with alcohol >. But I have no
doubt that each change, if made, would
make this tournament more enjoyable
for the students.

Action SportsWear

FACTORY
CLOSEOUTS
Swimweor,
Footwear,
Bodyweor

By Paul Novak

The Mongrels edge<f the E x-Patriots
36·32 in overtime last Sunday night to
56
take the Graduate/ Faculty /Staff ' B'
Basketball tille.
The Mongrels' team is made up
mostly of 2L's, while the Ex-Patriots
are all 3L's.
Except for a pair of first quarter ties
(at 8-8 and 10-10), the Ex-Patriots held
the lead through the middle of the 4th
quarter, when the Mongr els' Tom
55
D'Aunno came up with the steal a nd
layup to knot the score at 26. Then with
:56 left in the 4th quarter, a nd the
Mongrels up to 30-28, the Ex-Patriots'
Tim Sweeney missed a pair of free
throws, but Mike Flanagan followed the
second miss to tie the score.
The Mongrels held for the last shot.
but Mike Atterberry missed a 30 footer,
If you didn't make it this week, don't and Jeff Palmquist could not get the ti p
break out the kJeenexes yet. There a re to fall at the buzzer.
still 144 outstanding points, and what
In the two minute overtime both
the hell, everybody else's picks are teams scored quick hoops. At :36, the
Ex-Pa triots snared an offensive
prone to be just as silly as yours.

663·6771

rebound but were called for a traveling
violation. The Mongrels again held for
the last shot. and Tom D'Aunno banked
home an 11-footer at :06. Two more
points were then awarded the Mongrels
on a technical foul assessed against the
Ex-Patriots for calling a time out when
they had a lready used their alloted
number.
Mongrels center Steve Kendzicki .
spent the entire second quarter on the
oench with 3 fouls, but then played the
rest of the way, scoring 6 points. While
he was out, Russ Stewart picked up
the slack. rebounding and controlling
the lane defensively to keep the ExPatriots from pulling away from the
smaller Mongrels.
The Ex-Patriots were led by the
scoring of Tim Sweeney and team captain Mike Flanagan. Sweeney is a fine
outside shooter and the Mongrels were
forced to use a box-and-one defense
against him to take away his outside
shot.
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'Hot Tin Roof' Revisited

............ .•...•..•.••••.••.••..••••.••.

No Sizzle, But Plenty of Heat

.......•....... ......... .........••..••..••

by John Ra msay

Tennessee Williams once said that

Cat on a Hot Tin Roof was not meant to
be a device for easy simplification of a
moral dilemma. "Some mystery should
be left in the revelation of character in
life, even in one's own character to
himself. This does not absolve the
playwright of his duty to observe and
probe as clearly and deeply as he
legitimately can: but it should steer
him away from "pat" conclusions,
facile definitions which make a play
just a play, not a snare for the truth of
human experience."
The duty, of course, is not the
playwright's alone; the director and actors involved in any one production
must strive to "snare the truth of
human experience" and avoid easy
simplification. The Michigan Ensemble
Theatre's production of Williams' play
falls short of that ideal but provides
momentary glimpses into the force and
complexity of one of the greatest plays
of one of America 's greatest
playwrights.
In fairness, any production of this
play faces the burden of attempting to
offer a fres h or at least truthful
representation of a work that has been
so widely shown in so many places that
it has acquired its own solidified
preconceptions in the public mind. By
now, most audiences are familiar with
the theme of the disintegration of a
wealthy Southern plantation family as

an evolving series of crises brings to
light the greed, lies, and disappointed
expectations of its members. But there
is conflict working within the characters themselves, and this is an aspect of
the play that goes sometimes unexplored in MET's interpretation.
To a large extent, the vitality of the
play depends upon the presentation of
the central conflict revolving around
Brick and Margaret, the young,
childless couple who continue in their
marriage mostly through the force of
inertia. Freder ikke Meister is disappointing as Margaret, the wife
desperately struggling to hold up under
the weight of her husband's hostility
through indifference, the cat nervously
j umping about on the "hot tin roof. "
Meister 's Southern
accent is
exaggerated, a sort of parody of the
disenchanted Southern belle, and her
nervousness is also exaggerated. The
speech pattern is too fast so that she
sometimes stumbles over pronunciations, the gestures and movements
so jerky they border on the apoplectic.
In the face of all that, her humorous
lines too often fall flat and the dramatic
confrontations with Brick are awkward. In that sense, Meister treats the
phrase " cat on a hot tin roof" too
literally. She comes across as highstrung, but rather lifeless emotionally
- she wants to jump from the roof,
a lright, but we're not sure why she's
jumping or where she wa nts to land.

Review

Erik Fredricksen is much better as
Brick, the sexually insecure ex-football
player t urned alcoholic who has
retreated into solitude following the
suicide of his college friend and former
teammate Skipper. Fredricksen is appropriately understated and stoic in the
face of his wife's near hysteria and at
the same time portrays a tension underneath the stoicism. In contrast to
Meister, he demonstrates that less is
sometimes more. The one major fault
with his performance is an error of
direction ; he hops about the stage too
much (he is on crutches) as a signal of
his retreat and withdrawal. The constant motion adds little to thafaspect of
the characterization and often is simply
distracting.
Victoria Boothby as Big Momma puts
a little too much emphasis on the plaintive, rejected wife aspect of her character, creating a seeming incongruity
with the strength she otherwise projects. Nevertheless, she generally serves
as a good focal point for the other a ctors, adding cohesion, and handles her
humorous lines well, with good comedic
timing and emphasis.
The play builds slowly, but gathers
momentum in the second act and
finally explodes with the confrontation
between Big Daddy, played by Michael
Ryan, and Brick, a scene that is the one
thoroughly compelling and convincing
episode of the production. Ryan is
superb as the imposing ruler of the

Notices
THIS YEAR'S CAMPBELL Moot Court
Competition final arguments will occur
on Wednesday, April 6, at2 :30 p.m. in
Room 100. Come early for a good seat.
The Bench will be: Hon . John P aul
Stevens, Associate Jus tice, United
States Supreme Court, Hon. Bailey
Brown, Senior Circuit Judge, Sixth Circuit, Hon . Dallin Oaks, Justice ,
Supreme Court of the State of Utah,
Dean Terrance Sandalow and
Professor P eter Westen.
The Campbell Banquet will occur at
the Campus Inn at 6:30 p.m. on Wednesday, April 6. T1ckets can be bought
from the Lawyers Club Desk between
the hours of 10 am and 4 pm, beginning
Monday March 28, and outside Room
100, between the hours of noon and 1:30
pm.
THE 1982 CODICIL has arriveo . If you
paid for one last year, you may pick
yours up at the LSSS office (217 Hutchins). If you didn't purchase one, but
would like to do so now, extra ones a re
available for $15.00 and can be purchased at the Senate office.
F INANCIAL AID DEADLINE. APRIL
1, 1983, for continuing students wishing
to apply for 1983-84. This deadline does
not apply to Guaranteed Student Loan
applications, although all students are
e ncouraged to submit GSL applications
prior to leaving for the summer.
Family Law Proje<·t will beholding a
ca se review meeting tonight at 7:30 in
room 220. Supervising attorney, Barbara Kessler, will discuss the various
types of injunction relevant to domestic
violence cases and the procedures involved in show cause hearings.

GET YOUR ACT TOGETHER : The
Law Revue Talent Show will be Saturday night, April 16. Sign-ups begin next
week. Watch for additional information
on signs in front of Room 100, Hutchins
Hall .
SOU L NIGHT, presented by the
LSSS Social Committee will be Friday
night, April 1, 9 p.m . Beer, punches,
great dance music. Everyone invited.
Layers' Club Lounge.
THE NATIONAL LAWYERS GUILD is
sponsoring a lecture by Baldemar
Valasquez, President of the Farm
Labor Organizing Committee, on the
topic, "Organizing and Obstacles." Mr.
Valasquez will speak at 7:30 p.m. on
Wednesday, March 23 in Room 116 Hutchins Hall.
B.L ..A. will host the Fifth Annual
Alden "Butch" Carpenter Scholarship
Dinner, on Friday, April 15, 1983. The
place : Regency Ballroom at Campus
Inn. The time: Cocktails at 7:00 p.m.,
Dinner at 8:00 p.m. This year's keynote
speaker : Harry T. Edwards, former UM law professor and current U.S. Circuit Judge. Tickets are $15.00 for
students and $20.00 for non-students.
Attire: semi-formal. All are welcome
but space is limited. RSVP April 5. Fo;
tickets and information, contact
Da rlynda Key, 764-9021. We look forward to seeing you there.
VOLUNTEE RS INTERESTED in
doing shor t <emergency ) research for
Liuzza <see R.G. , March 9) plaintiffs
during the trial should contact Grant
Parsons (663-7039) or Susan Kery (9968740). The trial begins March 21 and is
scheduled to last three weeks.

ALL SPORTS NIGHT for law students
at the I.M. Building from 7-10:30
p.m ., Saturday, March 26 , fr om
the LSSS Social Committee. Bring
your student lD and lockers, towels,
and equipment will all be free . Play
basketball , volleyball , racquetball ,
squash, go swimming, lift weights ... to
your heart's content. If you are interested in participating in a racquetball tournament, sign up at the Senate
office on the second floor of Hutchins
Hall. Ta ke a break fr om those
fascinating seminar papers, get some
exercise, and have some fun! See you
there!
LABOR F ILM SERIES: On the next
three Wednesdays, bring along your
sandwich and see a film about the labor
movement in America . This week's
feature: " With Babies and Banners,"
about women's involvement in the 1937
F lint Sit-down Strike in the early days
of the UAW. Mar . 23, Hutchins 116,
12: 15 p.m.
The
long-heralded
P AP ER
RECYCLING PROGRAM in the Law
School is now operational. Attractive
bins for four types of paper - including
computer paper - were installed
during spr ing break on level 7 of Legal
Research in the vestibule that leads to
bridge. " Recycle Ann Arbor," a local
ecology group, will be collecting from
the bins regularly. For more infor·
mation, contact Sandy Whitesell, the
main coordinator of the project at the
Law School, at 764-5289.

plantation and household, delivering
clearly the best performance of the
group. He is greedy, lusting after absolute power as well as money, but
there a re subtler. shades to the characterization. He is almost compassionate
as he seeks to uncover the source of his
son's guilt and depression, a secret
about which Brick himself is largely
unaware.
As a man who has long lived under
the threat of cancer and has mellowed
with the experience, Ryan's Big Daddy
projects a kind of heroic figure , a
fighter against the shallowness and the
" mendacity" of the world, as he terms
it, the one person who refuses absolutely to shrink from the truth.
Fredricksen and Ryan interact well,
and the energy they generate in their
dialogues carries the play through its
other failings . Ryan is the courageous
and uncompromising tru th-seeker ;
Fredric.ksen is the disillusioned loner,
one of the walking wounded for whom
truth is an empty word.
This is a complex play, and it is a
tribute to Williams that, as he explores
themes of immortality and the quest for
perfection and beauty in an imperfect
and often ugly world, he leaves them
unresolved. His plays present a considerable challenge for any actor, and
no production should be judged too harshly if it seems at times to ove.rsimplify. This latest production may not
always "snare the truth of human experience," but it makes enough good
catches to bring the play to life at the
most important points.
Ca1 on a Hot 7in Roof will be playing Thuntkly
through Sunday at the Mendelssohn Theatre
in the Michitan League. For further information concerning performance times and
ticket prices, call 764-0450.

Campus Events
3/ 24

Pia no Recitals
at Mid-Day
M1chigan Un ion Ans Program
Michigan Union, Pendleton Rm.,
free
M u~ic

Murray Para hia, 1•1anlst
University Musical Society
H11l Aud .. 8:30p.m.
Tickets- S6to Sl6, call665-37 17

3124-27

Cat on a Hot1ln Roof (f. Williams)
Michigan Ensemble Theatre
\1 cndelssohn Theat re, 8 p.m.
(Sun. - 2 p.m.)
T1ckets - S7 to S 12. call 764-0450

3/ 25, 26

" Tht' tate or th e Wurld ' '
(Co medy Revue)
Stage Door Restaurant. JOOS. lllayer
9 and II p.m .. no cover

1 J / 26

Michael lorim ar. clllSSical guitarist
University Musical Society
Rad.ham A ud .• 8:30p.m.
Tid.ets - S6 to $9. call 665-3717

[

J. ·. Bach' Musical Offtrin&
Washtenaw Cou ncil for the Art s
P endleton Rm .• 8 p .m .. free
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HEN SOME PEOPLE want to
go out for a meal, they try to
think of a place that's not
going to give them an upset stomach. At
least, that's the basics. And they try to
find a place that not only serves good
things to eat , but a decent place in
which to eat them. Nothing fancy, just
not too much adventure. Not even
ethnic. Just decent.
They don't want a place with a Ms.
P ac screen in the waiting parlor, nor
one whe re they might have to struggle
with the language of an alien hostess.
And they don't need to wind up in a
booth next to some kids who sit around
saying th ings like, " No s hit ," or
something equally obscene .
That's why the Bill Knapp's people
raised not a few eyebrows recently by
changing the name of its chicken-in-abasket dinner to, " Thighs and Fries"
(chicken thighs and a wing with hot
biscuits. Gravy on request.>. Nothing
ra dical, but perhaps a bit racy for longtime Knappers. What the hell: That
kind of gimmick might work at Bob
Evans', but if these people wanted to
eat 'down on the farm' , that's where
they would have gone.
OOD THlNGS to ear." That's
the Bill Knapp's motto, and
note the italics - they tell
you what you need to know about the
restarua nt that bills itseU as " MidAmerica 's Finest." The food is good:
not dynamite, and not eclectic (though
they do offer au gratin potatoes), but
good. And it's the same at every one of
Kna pp's 50 restaurants. As Mary Jean
Robb, Knapp's vice president, says:
" Our customers know they can expect
the very same thing every time they
come in."
Knapp's is a place where people
feel at home. Patrons are free to read
left-over newspapers and talk about the
weather ("Where were you during the
tornado alert?").
No loud music
from the sound system.
Of course, as V-P Robb says, " I'm
s ure you've heard the birthday recording we play all the time." Indeed,
Knapp's one concession to its
customers' entertainment needs is the
gift of a birthday cake to all birthday

Knapp's: Not just
Meat and Potatoes
by Jeff Blake

' ' G

Grace McKenzie, left, enjoys a late mid-week lunch with E leanor .J acoby of the
Cranbrook Towers Retirement home. Mrs . .Jacoby was quick to re mind a
photographer that she is no relation to .Jacoby Cleaners of An n Arbor. by EarlcG•o• an~<ll<>

boys, girls, and retirees, accompanied
by the playing of " Happy Birthday"
over the sound system . <Professors
might find this attraction especially
appealing - the discount on birthday
meals increases with age.)
Bill Knapp would celebrate his own
77th birthday next Sunday had he not
died six or seven years ago. He did die,
however, but his restaurants, the first
of which opened in 1948 in Battle Creek,
Michigan, are thriving, and now number 50 throughout Michigan, Ohio, and
Indiana. Ann Arbor, ironically, hotbed
of 19605 radicalism and the home of the
$5 pot law, has three.
(Knapp's should not be confused, by
the way, with the Bob E vans cham of
midwestern eateries. There is some

competition between the two, but while
some Knapp loyalists would no sooner
eat at Evans than they would take their
food at the Fleetwood, V-P Robb says
there's no ill-will. " They have opened
up at a few locations very close to us,"
Robb said, " but we consider them good
friends in the restaurant industry.
They' re more well -known for their
breakfasts, while we're bigger on lunch
and dinners." There are. for example,
no waffles on the Kna pp's menu. But
even Evans can't match Knapp's
malted pancakes.)
Wh en ro go. Anytime. Most of the
menu is offered all day, though the
breakfas t menu is hmited after 11 a .m .
<Eggs, pancakes and french toast,
however, may be had at all hours >. If

you're considering a Sunday morning
outing, it might be best to beat the
church crowd, which filters in around
11:30, and can get somewhat raucous.
And don't bother buyi ng the paper
before you go: Knapp's knows enough
to keep left-over copies for its incoming
customers. <Of course, it you're the
kind who takes two issues every time
you open the box, you probably won't
want to pass up your Sunday morning
bargain .>
What ro ear: My own favori te a r e
the poached eggs and biscuits. A
poached egg may be jus t a poached
egg, but at Kna pp's, it seems to be
especially well-poached . And the
biscuits, while nothing compared to The
Central's. put Denny's to shame.
The Tenderloin, garnished with onion
rings, sells the best, with the southern
fried chicken not far behind . The
Glorified Steakburger is a lunch time
favorite, and comes in either a quarterpound or one-third pound serving.
All of Knapp's items, incidentally.
come fresh daily from the Knapp's
commissary in Battle Creek, one of two
which deliver to all the Knapp's
restaurants. Soups are made f rom
scratch. :ond the legendary almond coffee cakes and Charmin-like loaves of
orange nut bread <squeeze 'em , see
what 1 mean). are baked in Knapp's
own ovens.
Mary J ean Robb says that Knapp's
caters mostly to families, business
people, young couples and retirees.
Three of those retirees, enjoying an
early-evening dinner at Knapp's las t
Monday, had some good words for their
home away from home.
" We eat here all the time." said
Esther Miller, whose remarks were
met with vigorous nods of assent from
her two friends from the Laurie
Terrace retirement center in Ann Arbor. " We just love it. All of us eat here.
Bill Knapp's would probably go out of
business if we didn't."
Of course, students are welcome too.
None of Knapp's is on campus, but with
locations at Washtenaw and Carpenter,
Stadium and Jackson, and across from
Briarwood. it's not too far away.
It isn't just meat and potatoes, but it's
not roo much mo.re either .

,---------------------------------------------------------------· ~

Law In the Raw

Grandma Mafia
In San Francisco a ten-month investigation by
police from four Federal agencies has led to the indictment of 18 people, many of them middle-aged
women accused of laundering more than $25,000,000
in cocaine profits, as alleged members of the
" Grandma Mafia." "These were essentially
straight women," one Federal official said . " They
just kind of slid into it. They liked the excitement as
much as they did the money." The agents worked
undercover to pose as middlemen taking·cash in the
laundering scheme; they secretly logged bank transactions, video-taped meetings a nd, with judicial
approval, bugged telephones.
- Play boy, Feb ruary 1983

Here Comes the Judge
A 30-year~ld woman in Athens, Greece, was sentenced to 18 months in prison for com mitting
adultery with the judge who had acquitted her on
the same charge in an earlier trial.
-Playboy, April 1983

Compiled by Mike Walsh and Cliff Douglas

Jail Sweet Jail
lsa Mae Lang, 93, is being forced by state officials
out of the home s he has lived in for 39 yea rs.
Although her lawyer says she will suffer relocation
trauma, the officials have their reasons: Lang , convicted of murdering her landlady in 1935, is being
paroled. The place s he has called home all these
yea rs is her brightly decorated prison room at the
California Ins titute for Women.
" It's not like we will be putting her out on the
street with nowhere to go," sa ys prison board
member Loretta Collier . The institution will be sending Lang to a rest home near the prison so that she
can maintain her prison friends hips .
But Lang, the state's oldest inmate, did not even
attend her own parole hear ing because she did not
want to be seen by the " do-gooders trying to get me
out of this place.''
Her attorney, Michael Gunn, was "absolutely
flabbergasted " by the board's deci'>ion . He says he
might appeal, but he does not know on what grounds.
- Student Lawyer, M arch 1983

Life& Limb
In Clayton, Missouri a wrongful death suit for
S350.000 has been filed against a utility company
and a tree-pruning company for allegedly causing
the demise of an old oak with a trun k measuring
more than five feet in diameter. The s uit, filed by
the owners of a local apartment complex, claimed
that the developers had spent SlOO,OOO to save the
tree during construction and that a local utility
company had overdone it when it hired the tree
pruner~ to chop off limbs.
- Playboy, March 1983

Quote of the Week
The ACLU is "jealous because they don't have three
wise men a nd a virgin in the whole organiza tion."
-Mayor Vincenl A. Cianci, Jr. of Providence, R.I., in
response to an ACLU lawsuit challenging the city's inI'Oivement in the erection of a nativity scene on public
property.

